Definition

There are many different words out there, defining slightly
different things. The next slides should help to better
understand the meaning of each word.
Please have a look at the speaker text below each slide, to get
more information regarding each topic.
These slides should provide further background for the
trainers. We do not recommend to present them to the
participants.
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Definition
German
Bionik = Biologie + Technik
Encompasses biomimicry, biomimetics, bio-inspiration,
biorobotics, …
Encompasses all research fields: architecture, robotics,
engineering, design, philosophy, communication,
organization, optimization.
→ Interdisciplinary learning from nature
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Definition
English
Bionics
• coined by Jack E. Steele in 1958.
• meaning “like life”: “Biology” (science of all living things) + “ic” (like)
or
• biology and electronics.

Bionics
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts and methodology"
technical discipline that seeks to replicate, increase or replace biological
functions by their electronic and/or mechanical equivalents.
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Definition
English
Biomimetics
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts
and methodology"
interdisciplinary cooperation of biology and technology
or other fields of innovation with the goal of solving
practical problems through the abstraction, transfer, and
application of knowledge gained from biological
systems.
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Definition
English
Bio-Robotics
Design and development of robots inspired by animals.
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Definition
English
Bioengineering
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts and
methodology“
application of engineering knowledge to the fields of
medicine or biology.
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Definition
English
Biotechnology
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts
and methodology“
Biotechnology is understood to be the application of
scientific and technical principles to convert substances
using biological agents with the goal of providing goods
and services.
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Definition
English
Biomimicry
Biomimetism
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts
and methodology“
philosophy taking nature as a model to meet the
challenges of sustainable development.
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Definition
English
Bioinspiration
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - terminology, concepts
and methodology“
creative process based on the observation of living
systems.

Note 1 to entry: The relation to the biological system
may only be loose.
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Definition
English
Bioinspiration
ISO/DIS 18458 "Biomimetics - Terminology, concepts
and methodology“
creative process based on the observation of living
systems.
Note 1 to entry: The relation to the biological system
may only be loose.
i.e. Newton who was sitting beneath an apple tree,
was hit by an apple and thus discovered gravity.
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Definition
English
Prosthetics, human Enhancement
artificial device that replaces or supplements a body part.
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Definition
German
Bionik = Biologie + Technik
Encompasses biomimicry, biomimetics, bio-inspiration,
biorobotics, …
Encompasses all research fields: architecture, robotics,
engineering, design, philosophy, communication,
organization, optimization.
→ Interdisciplinary learning from nature
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Definition Bionic Learning Network
German
Bionik = Biologie + Technik
→ Interdisciplinary learning from nature
1. Look at nature and find inspiring role model
2. Understand underlying principle
3. Transfer principle into technology
4. Improve todays technology
Encompasses all research fields: architecture, robotics,
engineering, design, philosophy, communication,
organization, optimization.
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Examples from different research fields
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Bionics
Winglets
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: wings of eagles
Underlying principle: tip of the wings reduce energy
consumption during flying
Technical application: winglets for planes
© Flickr Jaqueline Selva

•
•
•

© Flickr US Wildlife Reserve

Reduces fuel consumption
Reduces wing length
Reduces wake turbulence and thus allows for more starts
and landings within one hour on the same runway

© Flickr Javier Rodriguez
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Bionics
Velcro fastener
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: burdock burrs
Underlying principle: hooks of seeds attach to fur of animals
Technical application: Velcro fastener

•
•

Invented by Swiss engineer George de Mestral in 1941.
The story behind it: He was walking with his dog in the Alps,
during which several burdock burrs got firmly stuck in the
dog's fur. Burdock burrs are the little hairy seed pods that
stick to your clothing if you brush past a burdock . At first it
annoyed him, but then he thought: “Couldn't a fastening
mechanism be made from this?“. He quickly discovered that
burdock burrs are covered in small hooks that catch onto
anything with a loop, such as clothing and animal fur. This is
what Velcro imitates.
Introducing bionics

© Flickr Paul

© Wikimedia commons Ryj

© Wikimedia commons Natural Philo
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Bionics
UV reflective glass
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: spider webs
Underlying principle: spider webs are visible for birds but not for humans
Technical application: UV reflective glass

•

Spiders build beautiful but delicate webs to hunt insects. Building a web is
energy consuming for the spider an takes some time. To avoid that birds fly
through a net, some nets contain UV reflective pigments. Since birds can
see UV light, they perceive a net as a dense structure and fly around it.
The engineers and chemists of Arnold Glas invented a glass called ISOLAR
ORNILUX®. This glass contains particles reflecting UV light. Birds perceive
the glass as solid structure and fly around it.
This glass was first installed at the polar bear compound at the Munich zoo
and proved to work. No birds collide with the glass front with ORNILUX®.

•

•
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Bionics
Shinkansen bullet train – Japan’s high speed train
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: kingfisher
Underlying principle: shape of the beak
Technical application: Shinkansen bullet train
© Flickr FuFuWolf

•
•

•

Whenever the high speed train entered a tunnel, there was a large boom.
The king fisher sits on branches hanging over water. It waits for a fish to pass by.
When it dives high speed from air into water there is barely a splash. This is due
to the shape of the bird’s beak
As a result the engineers shaped the nose of the train like the beak of the
kingfisher, reducing the noise significantly
© Flickr Gilberto Pereira
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Bionics
Lotus Effect
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: lotus flower
Underlying principle: superhydrophobic nanostructure
Technical application: self-cleaning surfaces

The surface of lotus flower leaves are not smooth but are covered by tiny wax
particles. Due to these particles dirt cannot stick to the leaves. Whenever it rains
the dirt is directly washed away.
In total more than 100 products on the market:
• House paintings
• Stain resistant textiles
• Ever clean glass surfaces for sensors
(not for glasses since lotus effect is not perfectly clear)
• Honey spoon
• Etc.
Introducing bionics

© William Thielicke

© Flickr Robert Lyle Bolton

© Flickr Shou-Hui Wang
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Bionics
Vault Structures
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: honeycomb
Underlying principle: combs are lightweight but rigid
Technical application: Vault Structures PowerStruct

•

Honeycombs are very light weight and still show high stability.
Following this rolemodel thin-walled materials like sheet metals
of all kinds, paper, cardboard, and plastics can be vaultstructured. The structuring process is a natural, self-organized
process. These structured materials can be up to 40% lighter
and are still highly rigid and demonstrate high stability.

© Flickr MatthewTRaider

© Dr. Mirtsch
Wölbstrukturierungs GmbH
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Examples from Festo
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BionicOpter
Inventing a micro aerial vehicle inspired by the mechanics of dragonfly flight
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: dragonfly
Underlying principle: can fly fly like a bird, plane and helicopter due to precisely controlled wings
Technical application: BionicOpter

Introducing bionics
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The dragonfly
The dragonfly can carry out highly complicated
flight manoeuvres.
They can accelerate rapidly, brake abruptly and
turn quickly and even fly backwards.
They can move in any spatial direction, hover
motionless in the air, glide without flapping their
wings and change between flight modes.

Dragonflies can master all flight conditions of a
helicopter, a plane and even a glider.

© Flickr donjd2
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© Flickr Christoph Alexander Martsch

© Flickr PaulSteinJC

© Flickr whologwhy

© Flickr Ana_Cotta
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The dragonfly
For the last 150 million years the body of the dragonfly has not changed
much since dragonflies are perfectly adapted to their environment.
Fossil: Aeschnogomphus intermedius
Solnhofen limestone, Eichstätt, Germany
Age: ca. 150 million years
290 million years ago giant dragonflies reached a wingspan of up to 75
cm (29.5 in). Due to the decline in atmospheric oxygen levels during the
Upper Permian Period, the giant dragonflies disappeared and today’s
fast and agile dragonflies evolved.

Introducing bionics
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The dragonfly
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6000 species
Body length 18 mm – 190 mm
Body weight 0.2 g
Weight of a wing 2 mg
Thickness of a wing 220 µm – 3 µm
Maximum speed 54 km/h
Maximum distance 1000 km

•
•
•

Wings moved by direct flight muscles
At least 5 muscles per wing
3-15 neurons control each wing separately

Introducing bionics
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BionicOpter – technical details
•

A wingspan of 63 cm

•

Body length of 44 cm

•

Weight 175 g

•

2 LiPo cells with 7.4 V 350 mA

•

3 min to 4 min of flight time

•

Development time 1 year
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BionicOpter – technical details
• A brushless motor to drive the beat frequency of the four wings.
• Each wing is individually twisted by one servo motor.
• One additional servo motor at the joint of each wing controls the amplitude.
➢ 9 degrees of freedom

Introducing bionics
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BionicOpter – lightweigth design and function integration
•

Laser-sintered polyamide

•

Aluminium

•

Deep-drawn ABS terpolymer

Introducing bionics
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BionicOpter - Animation
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BionicOpter - Film
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BionicKangaroo:
Combining pneumatic and electric drives for dynamic jumping
•
•
•

Inspiring role model: kangaroo
Underlying principle: only animal that can increase its speed without needing more energy – energy-recovery from jump to jump
Technical application: BionicKangaroo

Introducing bionics
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficiency due to energy-recovery
Inspired by nature:
The kangaroo is the only animal in the whole animal kingdom
able to increase its speed while keeping its metabolic rate
constant. Thus the kangaroo can become faster and faster
and increase the length of each jump without using more
energy.

Flickr_dicktay2000

Flickr_Chris_Samuel

Unique type of movement:
With every bounce it can store energy from the landing phase
and use it again for the next jump. The Achilles tendon
assumes an important function here.

Introducing bionics
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficient jump kinematics
Technical implementation and data:
Size: 100 cm upright
Sitting height: 60 cm
Weight: 7 kg
Jump distance: Up to 80 cm
Jump height: Up to 40 cm
CECC control system
DSNUP 20 standard cylinders
MHE2-MS1H-5/2-M7 quick-acting valves
Development time: 2 years
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficient jump kinematics
The system is highly dynamic and energy efficient through intelligent
combination of pneumatic and electric drive technology
• Electrical drives for precise movements.
• Pneumatic actuators for dynamic jumping behaviour.
• Achilles tendon: With every bounce it can store energy from the
landing phase and use it again for the next jump.
Mobile energy supply on board
• Small compressor or a high-pressure storage.
• Lithium polymer rechargeable batteries act as electrical energy
storage devices.
Lightweight construction facilitate dynamic jumping behaviour
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficient jump kinematics
Highly complex overall system:
Greatest challenge: Keep balance
Stable jump kinematics due to sophisticated control technology.
Condition monitoring ensures process reliability.
Intuitive operating concept: Controlled by gestures.
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficient jump kinematics
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BionicKangaroo – energy-efficient jump kinematics
Film
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BionicKangaroo
Energy-efficiency due to energy-recovery while jumping.
Lightweight construction reduces material and energy consumption.

Drive technology
Intelligent combination of pneumatic and electrical drives combined from an
energy-efficient but highly dynamic system.

Introducing bionics
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FlexShapeGripper – Gripping modelled on a chameleon’s tongue

•
•
•

Inspiring role model: chameleon
Underlying principle: tip of the tongue is flexible and soft and holds all kinds of prey
Technical application: FlexShapeGripper
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FlexShapeGripper – gripping modelled on a chameleon’s tongue
Natural role model
Chameleons are known for changing their color, however their hunting strategy
is even more interesting.
They cannot run to catch their prey, thus they developed an interesting
principle. They first approach a prey, the independently moving eyes focus on it,
then the tongue is pretensioned and in the right moment, the tongue is shot
into the direction of the prey.
This is a very fast but hardly controlled mechanism.
To ensure a save hold of the prey the tip of the tongue wraps around the prey
and encloses it. The tongue adapts to different sized and shaped objects and
holds them firmly.
Therefore the centre of the tongue is pulled back in the right moment and the
flexible rim rolls around the object.
This principle was taken by Festo as a model for a new adaptive gripper.
Introducing bionics
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FlexShapeGripper – gripping modelled on a chameleon’s tongue
Pick and place of all kinds of shapes
• The FlexShapeGripper can pick up, gather and set back down
several objects with the widest range of shapes in one
procedure.
• This is made possible by its water-filled silicone cap, which
wraps itself around the items being gripped in a flexible and
form-fitting manner.
• The inherent ability to adapt to different shapes give the
FlexShapeGripper its name.
•

The FlexShapeGripper picks up multiple items with different
shapes simultaneously and then sets them down. This process
takes place without a gripper exchange.
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FlexShapeGripper – gripping modelled on a chameleon’s tongue
Structure and functionality
Double-acting cylinder
First chamber is filled with compressed air.
Second chamber is permanently filled with water.
Elastic silicone moulding
Fitted to the water-filled chamber.
Form-fitting gripping thanks to inversion
Handling system guides the gripper across the object.
The top pressurised chamber is vented.
The water-filled silicone part is drawn inwards.
The silicone cap wraps itself around the object to be gripped which can
be of any shape.
Holding and release mechanism
Triggered pneumatically → No additional energy is necessary.
Introducing bionics
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FlexShapeGripper – Gripping modelled on a chameleon’s tongue
- Film
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SmartBird – lightweight construction inspired by the hearing gull

•
•
•

Inspiring role model: bird
Underlying principle: lightweight construction leads to energy-efficiency
Technical application: SmartBird

Introducing bionics
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SmartBird – the fascination of bird flight
One of the oldest dreams of mankind is to fly like a bird.
As long ago as 1490, Leonardo da Vinci built rudimentary flapping wing
models in order to come closer to achieving bird flight.

Introducing bionics

SmartBird – bird flight deciphered
SmartBird is an ultralight but powerful flight model with excellent
aerodynamic qualities and extreme agility. With SmartBird, Festo has
succeeded in deciphering the flight of birds. This bionic technologybearer which is inspired by the herring gull, can start, fly and land
autonomously – with no additional drive mechanism.

Introducing bionics

SmartBird – theoretical basis
•

Bird flight analyzed in detail.

Resource efficient due to
• lightweight construction.
• perfect aerodynamics.
• wing movement provides propulsion and lift due to
function integration.
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SmartBird – aerodynamic lightweight design with active torsion

Animation
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SmartBird – technical data
•

Lightweight - 450 g total weight

•

Wingspan of 2 meters

•

Up to 20 minutes flight time with 1 cell phone
battery

•

25 km/h maximum speed

•

20 km/h cruising speed

Introducing bionics

SmartBird – Bird flight deciphered
Film
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Ligthweight construction
•

Reduced weight directly leads to reduced energy
consumption.

→ Energy efficiency
•

Reduced weight directly leads to reduced
material consumption.

→ Ressource efficiency
→ This principle can be used everywhere
→ Every machine that is moved, uses less energy,
when it is designed in a lightweight way

Introducing bionics

Bionics as creativity tool
To be creative is hard, if you sit in the same office space and think about the same
problem over and over.
Bionics can help to increase your creativity.
1. Go out for a stroll in a forest, or along a lake or to the beach, look at nature. It will
help to loosen your mind.
2. If you cannot go out, look at beautiful pictures from nature
3. Since nature is colorful and unpredictable it can already trigger your lateral
thinking
4. We just saw in many examples that nature solves many technical problems
differently than engineering would do, thus looking closer at nature can give you
input to think about a technical problem in a new way
Your options in the office
• Look at pictures or videos
• Look at books
• Look at databases
→ Just imagine how nature would solve your technical problem
Introducing bionics

inspired by nature

© Flickr FuFuWolf

© Wikimedia commons Ryj

traditional engineering

© wikimediacommons Calvin

© Wikimediacommons Afrank99
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Morphological Box
The morphological box is a technique to activate lateral thinking.
Advantages
• Can be performed by one person alone
• Can be performed quickly at own desk
• Can be very technical
• Can be very open and creative

Introducing bionics
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Morphological Box – technical version
Example: design a gripper

Solution A

Solution B

Solution C

Solution D

1 Point

2 Points

3 Points

4 Points

Power fit

Form fit

Material fit

From side

From inside

From top

From bottom

Pneumatic

Electric

Hydraulic

Magnetic

Parameter A
Number of grippingpoints

Parameter B
Force distribution

Parameter C
Positioning

Parameter D
Activation
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Morphological box – creative version
Example: write a book

Solution A

Solution B

Solution C

Solution D

Murder

Robbery

Blackmail

Loverstory

Football stadium

Super market

Beach

Dance club

FIFA Boss

Politician

Beautiful Girl

Horse

Old Lady

Police man

Singer

Sportsman

Parameter A
Case

Parameter B
Location

Parameter C
Victim

Parameter D
Hero

Introducing bionics
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Go out and get inspired!

Introducing bionics

Flickr Fernando Flores

Go out and get inspired!

Flickr Peter Pham

Flickr US Wildlife Reserve

Flickr Matthias Hiltner

Flickr Riley

Flickrbionics
Peter
Introducing

Pham

Flickr Peter Pham

Flickr Peter Pham

Flickr Illee_wu

Flickr Robert Lyle Bolton

Flickr Joshua Mayer
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Recycling

Recycling is the process of converting waste materials into reusable objects to prevent waste of potentially useful materials, reduce
the consumption of fresh raw materials, energy usage, air pollution (from incineration) and water pollution (from landfilling) by
decreasing the need for "conventional" waste disposal and lowering greenhouse gas emissions compared to plastic
production. Recycling is a key component of modern waste reduction and is the third component of the "Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle" waste hierarchy.
There are some ISO standards related to recycling such as ISO 15270:2008 for plastics waste and ISO 14001:2004 for environmental
management control of recycling practice

Sustainability
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Upcycling

Upcycling, also known as creative reuse, is the process of transforming by-products, waste materials, useless and/or unwanted
products into new materials or products of better quality or for better environmental value.

Sustainability
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Downcycling

Downcycling is the process of converting waste materials or useless products into
new materials or products of lesser quality and reduced functionality. It aims to
prevent wasting potentially useful materials, reduce consumption of fresh raw
materials, energy usage, air and water pollution.
This term refers to the fact that many recycling techniques lead to a gradual
deterioration of the original qualities of the raw material. For example, paper
recycling leads to a shortening of the fibres, rendering the recycled paper less
resistant to tear due to poorer fibre cohesion. In plastics recycling, it is often
necessary to add considerable quantities of the primary raw material to make the
recycled material usable. The purer the used plastic materials are delivered, the
better they can be recycled. The end of down cycling is reached when the cost in
material and energy no longer justifies the use of the recycled material. The best
option that then remains is to recover the material’s energy content by burning.

Sustainability
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Precycling

http://images.google.de/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bobvila.com%2Fsystem%2Fimages%2FBAhbBlsHOgZmIi8yMDEzLzAxLzIxLzIwLzA5LzM0LzE1NS9idWxrcHJlY3ljbGluZy5qcGc%2Fbulkpr
ecycling.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bobvila.com%2Farticles%2F30316-bob-vila-s-50-shades-ofgreen%2F&h=389&w=650&tbnid=lxauqac8JVa61M%3A&docid=8UDioRVtPA07gM&ei=2L6-Vf2NcjdaPDAj_AH&tbm=isch&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=398&page=5&start=202&ndsp=59&ved=0ahUKEwjnwuPcpNzOAhXILhoKHXDgA344yAEQMwgqKBQwFA&bih=955&biw=1920
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Precycling

Precycling is the practice of avoiding the acquisition of unnecessary items that will eventually have to be recycled or dealt with as
waste.
Examples of precycling include:
• Limiting purchases to things that you need.
• Delaying purchases that aren't urgently needed.
• Buying in bulk to avoid extra packaging.
• Selecting products that will last.
• Sharing items rather than buying individually.

Sustainability
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Match words and pictures !!
Sustainability
Recycling
Downcycling
Upcycling

Precycling

Sustainabilty word and pictures

1

Best practice

Best practice

1

Bionics

Bionics can serve to increase creativity.
But it can also be conducted in a structured process to solve
defined technical questions.

Best practice

2

Bionics = biology + technology: interdisciplinary learning from nature
Bionics to enhance creativity.
Bionics as structured process
Top-down process
An engineer identifies a technological problem.
© Flickr FuFuWolf

© Wikimedia commons Ryj

Together with biologists he searches for biological role
models.
Example: High speed train
Bottom-up process

A biologist discovers a biological phenomenon, which then
gets technologically implemented with the help of engineers.
Example: Velcro fastener

Best practice

© Flickr Paul
© Flickr Gilberto Pereira

Bionics = biology + technology: Interdisciplinary learning from nature
Bionics to enhance creativity
Bionics as structured process
Top-down process
An engineer identifies a technological problem.
Together with biologists he searches for biological role
models.
Example: NanoForceGripper
Bottom-up process

A biologist discovers a biological phenomenon, which then
gets technologically implemented with the help of engineers.
Example: Bionic Tripod with the adaptive gripper DHDG.

Best practice

NanoForceGripper – smart materials and smart mechanics
Top-down process
• An engineer was looking for a gripper to pick and place
smooth surfaces without glue or scratches.
•

A biologist identified the Gecko as inspiration.

•

Together they developed an
energy-efficient gripper,
safe hold without energy supply,
smart release of objects.

Best practice
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NanoForceGripper
•
•
•
•

Hair-like structures, called setae, at the gecko foot form van
der Waals forces, very tiny forces.
Due to the enormous number of these setae, the force sums
up to 10 kg per gecko foot.
Thus geckos hold on tight to a ceiling without needing any
energy.
To detach they peel of their toes.
The NanoForceGripper
combines a nanostructured
material to imitate the hair-like
structure with the Fin Ray
Effect® to peel of the surface
from an object.

Best practice
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Adaptive gripper with Fin Ray Effect®
Bottom-up process
•
•
•
•

A biologist went fishing and was surprised when he pressed his finger against the tail
fin.
It did not move away from the applied force but bend around his finger.
With this discovery he contacted Festo.
Together with engineers they developed the Fin Ray Effect®.

DHDG Gripper
Flexible energy-efficient
• Lightweight design
• Reduced material consumption
• Reduction of moving masses

Best practice
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Structured process – what is needed
Bionics as a process is an iterative process, which can only be
achieved if engineers, biologists, software engineers, material
scientists etc. work closely together.

Abstraction
Find biological
role model

The team needs:

•
•
•
•
•

Align technical
parameters

The ability to abstraction
Creativity
Expert knowledge
Interdisciplinarity
Communication

Check
feasibility

Technical
application

Evaluate
biological role
model

A common language and perseverance are decisive.

Evaluate
abstraction level
Best practice

3. Juli 2012
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Structured process – what is needed
Bionics as a process is an iterative process, which can only be
achieved if engineers, biologists, software engineers, material
scientists etc. work closely together.

Abstraction
Find biological
role model

The team needs:
•
•
•
•
•

Align technical
parameters

The ability to abstraction
Creativity
Expert knowledge → contact biologist or bionics specialist
Interdisciplinarity
Communication

Check
feasibility

Technical
application

Evaluate
biological role
model

A common language and perseverance are decisive.

Evaluate
abstraction level
Best practice

3. Juli 2012
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Contact bionics specialists
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIOKON - International: Worldwide adviser on bionic contacts
ISO TC 266 Biomimetics: Bionics delegates from Japan,
Germany, USA, Netherlands, France, Italy etc.
Asknature.org: Website with inspiration
BIOKON: Association of bionics specialists in Germany
Kompetenznetz Biomimetik: Bionics research network
Die Bioniker: Bionics consultancy
Biomimicry institute: Consultancy in different countries e.g.
USA, Chile, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Netherlands, India,
Taiwan, Australia

•

•
•

Hundreds of Universities worldwide:
Bremen, Bocholt, Freiburg, Munich, Sheffield, Bristol, Paris,
Barcelona
Museums worldwide: Smithonian, Nuremberg, Kiel
Zoos worldwide: E.g. London zoo, San Diego

This is just a short list where to get started. There are many more.
Feel free to add further contacts.

Best practice
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Bionics as structured process
Bionics needs special equipment to understand the biological principle:
• Microscopes
• Centrifuges
• Etc.
Thus we recocomend to look for experienced biologists to work together
on one project idea.
Bionics is always an iterative process thus it can take a lot of time.
• Winglets: 80 years to market relevance
• Lotus Effect: 20 years to market relevance
→ It is important to get to a tangible prototype in a short time
• To convince managers and customers
→ Next we want to share our experience how to get quickly to a
prototype using agile development
Best practice

Abstraction
Find biological
role model
Align technical
parameters

Check
feasibility

Technical
application

Evaluate
biological role
model
Evaluate
abstraction level
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Bionic Thinking
Agile development inspired by nature
Learnings from 10 years of experience

Best practice
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Best practice
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The Bionic Learning Network at Festo
The Network was founded in 2006.
•
•

3 to 5 projects get finished every year.
Every project contains newest technologies, materials, kinematics,
algorithms etc.

•

Quick development cycle
• 1 year of preliminary work with students – proof of concept.
→ Hands-on with 3D rapid prototyping
• 1 to 2 years of hard work.
→ Iterative process between engineers, biologists, IT-specialists
etc.

• Small core team
• Small budget
→ Only possible due to bionic thinking!
Best practice

3 main project fields:
Problem solving competence,
product pre redevelopment,
research projects – generate knowledge
15

The Bionic Learning Network at Festo
•
→
•
•
•
•
•

Interdisciplinary core team
Designer, engineer, biologist, software specialist, mechanics specialist
Specialists from the relevant departments
External development partners
Universities and institutes
Students and trainees
Private inventors

Best practice
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The team
•

•

•

Team members depend on the project
→ The different technical requirements of each project require
different skills and thus different team members.
Team members work in an iterative process
→ Great deal of information exchange.
→ All core team members share the same office and lab space
allowing direct communication.
Every team member has a different technical background and thus
an own language
→ Something has to unite the team.
→ For us it is the inspiring biological role model.

Best practice
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The team
•

•

•

Team members depend on the project
→ The different technical requirements of each project require
different skills and thus different team members.
Team members work in an iterative process
→ Great deal of information exchange.
→ All core team members share the same office and lab space
allowing direct communication.
Every team member has a different technical background and thus
an own language
→ Something has to unite the team.
→ For us it is the inspiring biological role model.

Best practice
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The team
•

•

•

Team members depend on the project
→ The different technical requirements of each project require
different skills and thus different team members.
Team members work in an iterative process
→ Great deal of information exchange.
→ All core team members share the same office and lab space
allowing direct communication.
Every team member has a different technical background and thus
an own language
→ Something has to unite the team.
→ For us it is the inspiring biological role model.

→ The team has and forms its own ecosystem. Therefore it needs
working space, a defined budget, freedom, undisturbed working time.

Best practice

Flickr Philliz88
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The process
Finding ideas – Filtering ideas
Design thinking
• A project does not start with a clear goal, nor with a detailed
requirements specification.
• It starts with a story line.
Network
• Everyone from the team, people throughout the company and
research partners e.g. from universities can contribute ideas
about materials, technologies, algorithms etc.
• Different ideas come together, have to get tested and evaluated
and form a rough puzzle.
Brainstorming techniques
• Are used to fill in gaps within the puzzle.
Best practice

20

The process
Get started
•

•
•

Use new technologies like rapid prototyping
→ Rapid prototyping allows to test concepts and ideas within
days not weeks.
Think about alternatives.
Sometimes a student project is sufficient to prove if a concept
works or fails.

Best practice
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The process
Get started
•

•
•

Use new technologies like rapid prototyping
→ Rapid prototyping allows to test concepts and ideas within
days not weeks.
Think about alternatives.
Sometimes a student project is sufficient to prove if a concept
works or fails.

Best practice
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The process
Get started
•

Making-of video

Best practice
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The process
Get it done with Scrum
Scrum is a project management method for
agile development of IT projects or other
projects with high innovation potential.
All team members of an interdisciplinary
working group put all of their power into
working on one project.
The project does not start with a clear and
detailed specification of the final product but
with a storyline.
Project
In short iterations parts of the project get solved start
by the team. The goal is to have a functional
prototype after every iteration.
After every iteration the result is evaluated and
the next goal is determined. By this the final
goal might change during the process.
Best practice

Actual
progress

Final
solution at
project end

Measurable
milestones

Leeway in
decision making

Planned
solution

Fuzziness,
decreases when
project
progresses

Iteration
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The process
Get it done with Scrum
Advantages of Scrum
• After every iteration you have a functional
prototype.
• Team members and customer can see, test
and even touch the prototype.
• If you use newest technology or materials,
you will never be able to know if your idea
will work out. With scrum you do not plan
ahead for 2 years but for 2 to 4 weeks. Thus
you can test your concepts and if it fails you
only loose weeks instead of years.
→ Scrum takes after natural evolution. You test
several ideas and if it does not lead to the
expected effect you can go one step back
and continue from there.
Best practice

Actual
progress

Final
solution at
project end

Measurable
milestones

Project
start

Leeway in
decision making

Planned
solution

Fuzziness,
decreases when
project
progresses

Iteration
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The process
Get it done with Scrum
Our experience revealed that
• It is important to break big problems down
into small problems.
→ Reduce complexity
→ Solve problem step by step

Actual
progress

Final
solution at
project end

Measurable
milestones

Project
start

Leeway in
decision making

Best practice

Planned
solution

Fuzziness,
decreases when
project
progresses

Iteration
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The process
Get finished
•
•
•

Present intermediate steps to the right persons.
Define 80% solutions as goal.
Show your results and celebrate your results.

Best practice
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Bionic Learning Network – hands-on development
Measurable factors

Hidden but necessary success factors

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defined budget
Lab space
Tools
The right processes
Manpower
Time

Best practice

Freedom
Openness
Self-confidence
Acceptance of possibility to fail
Willingness to take risks
Patience
Frustration tolerance
Faith in the project

28

Bionic Learning Network – hands-on development
Close with making-of Ants

Best practice

Agile development with scrum

Scrum method

1

The scrum method
The scrum process

Scrum method

3

How to create prototypes with simple resources
3-D Printing advantages e.g.
Time-to-Market: 3D printing allows ideas to develop faster than ever.
Save Money: Prototyping injection mold tools and production runs are expensive investments. The 3D printing process allows the
creation of parts and/or tools through additive manufacturing at rates much lower than traditional machining.
Mitigate Risk: Being able to verify a design before investing in an expensive molding tool is worth its weight in 3D printed plastic, and
then some.
Clear Communication: Describing the product you are going to deliver is often misinterpreted since it leaves construction up to the
imagination.
Feedback: With a prototype you can test the market by unveiling it at a trade-show, showing it to potential buyers or investors, or

raising capital by pre-selling.
Get the Feel: One thing you can’t get from a picture or virtual prototype on the computer screen is the way something feels in your
hand. If you want to ensure the ergonomics and fit of a product are just right, you must actually hold it, use it and test it.
Fail Fast, Fail Cheap: Being able to test ideas quickly and discover what doesn’t work accelerates discovery leading to an ideal
solution. 3D printing allows a product developer to make breakthroughs at early stages that are relatively inexpensive leading to
better products and less expensive dead-ends.

Scrum method

4

The scrum method
General rules
➢ The most important requirements are implemented
➢ Interdisciplinary team

➢ Expenditure assessment e.g. with planning poker

Scrum method

5

The scrum method
Sprint Cardboard and burndown charts

Scrum method

6

The scrum method
Roles

Dr. Nina Gaißert
Anja Hopfensitz

Product Owner
The person responsible for maintaining the Product Backlog by representing the interests
of the stakeholders, and ensuring the value of the work the Development Team does
Scrum Master
The person responsible for the Scrum framework, making sure it is used correctly and maximizing
its benefits. Also moderate the briefing and review.
Development Team
A cross-functional group of people responsible for delivering potentially shippable
increments of product at the end of every Sprint.

Scrum method

7

Our Application
Flow
Bionic Thinking: Bottom-up process
Product: Fish

10 Min briefing
Sprint 1 - 20 Min
10 Min review

10 Min briefing
Sprint 2 - 20 Min
10 Min review

10 Min briefing
Sprint 3 - 20 Min
10 Min review

Keep in mind: you can ask the product owner always for help!

Total time: 120 min

Scrum method

8

Fish versus dolphins and whales
Fish like shark, tuna, salmon
•

All fish use gills to breath.

•

They stay on the same horizontal level during most of their life.

→ They have vertical tail fins since they produce better forward thrust

Flickr Elias Levy

Mammals living in the water like whales, dolphins or even seals
•

Use lungs to breath.

•

Have to get to the water surface to breath.

•

Ascend to breath, descend to hunt.

→ They have horizontal tail fins since they produce better upwards
thrust

Flickr Bernard Spragg

SmartBird – lightweight construction inspired by the hearing gull

SmartBird – the fascination of bird flight
One of the oldest dreams of mankind is to fly like a bird.
As long ago as 1490, Leonardo da Vinci built rudimentary flapping wing
models in order to come closer to achieving bird flight.

SmartBird – bird flight deciphered
SmartBird is an ultralight but powerful flight model with excellent
aerodynamic qualities and extreme agility. With SmartBird, Festo has
succeeded in deciphering the flight of birds. This bionic technologybearer which is inspired by the herring gull, can start, fly and land
autonomously – with no additional drive mechanism.

SmartBird – theoretical basis
•

Bird flight analyzed in detail.

Resource efficient due to
• lightweight construction.
• perfect aerodynamics.
• wing movement provides propulsion and lift due to
function integration.

SmartBird – aerodynamic lightweight design with active torsion

Animation

SmartBird – technical data
•

Lightweight - 450 g total weight

•

Wingspan of 2 meters

•

Up to 20 minutes flight time with 1 cell phone
battery

•

25 km/h maximum speed

•

20 km/h cruising speed

SmartBird – Bird flight deciphered
Film

Ligthweight construction
•

Reduced weight directly leads to reduced energy
consumption.

→ Energy efficiency

•

Reduced weight directly leads to reduced
material consumption.

→ Ressource efficiency

Think laterally!

Lateral Thinking

1

Black Story
What happened?

Romeo and Juliet lying dead on the floor in front of an open window.
Broken glass lying on the wet floor. What happened?

Romeo and Juliet are goldfish. The window was ripped open by a strong air currents, this in turn let the goldfish bowl fell to the
ground, whereupon the fish suffocated.

Lateral Thinking

2

Lateral Thinking
Input
Basic Principles:
• identify existing ideas and patterns of thinking
• search for unusual perspective to look at facts
• overcoming the control mechanisms (which is known in the vertical thinking)
• conscious cause of coincidences

Lateral Thinking

3

Lateral Thinking
Input
From Latin latus for “side“
•
•
•
•
•

It is admitted that this information is subjectively evaluated and selectively used. Details are recorded not analytically, but intuitive.
Mental leaps and associations are permitted, not any intermediate result must be correct.
Yes/No decisions can be avoided. Also solutions which are not feasible can be a step towards a better understanding of the
problem.
Conventional thinking can be challenged e.g. looking for the most unlikely solution to a problem.
Initial situation and conditions are not accepted as immutable.

The technique of lateral thinking can be applied and used specifically in the context of a creative process. They do not necessarily
cause a practically implementable solution depending on the problem, but it can open up new perspectives.

Lateral Thinking

4

Lateral Thinking vs. Vertical Thinking
Input
Vertical Thinking
• selectively
• analytically
• logical conclusions
• the next step follows the previous
• all the parameters are within a defined system
• economic perspective (little effort in looking for solutions)

Lateral Thinking

5

Morrphological Boxx - Example

Complete until ______

1
1. Write a thrillerr.
2
2. Think about a
all the parameters the story have a
and put them in the column. A Parameter is a feature
e or an idea.
3
3. Think laterallyy which specificatiion each parametter can have and p
put your ideas in the
t row of the parrameter.
C
Connecting a new
w specification with a parameter, ca
an create a new sttory line.

Yourr chosen theme: T
Thriller

Para
ameter (of the
story
y)

Specificatio
on 1

Sp
pecification 2

Specifica
ation 3

Specification 4

Speciffication 5

Hero
o

Police man

Jo
ournalist

Sportsma
an

Old lady

Famou
us actor

Victim

Rich widow

Sh
howmaster

Fifa boss

Expensive horse
e

Ministe
er

Crim
me

Stabbed to death
d

Sh
hot

Kidnappe
ed

Pushed from brid
dge

Poison
n

Crim
me scene

London fog

Ta
able dance bar

Hawaii

Soccer stadium

Opera house

Crim
minal

Gardener

Bu
utler

Mafia-Boss

Son

Killer

Motivve

Money

Curiosity

Revenge

Accident

To cov
ver other crime

How
w does the hero
solve
e the mystery

Confession

Fingerprints

Foot printts

Witness

By cha
ance

Happ
py-End

Hero marrie
es beautiful
inheritress

He
ero finds treasure
e

Football team
t
wins
Champions League

Hero can keep cat
c of
victim

Body was
w not dead at all
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Best Practice - Lightweight construction by Bionic Learning Network
Attribute \
specificity
Natural role model
Application
New Material
Manufacturing

Attribute \
specificity
Natural role model
Application
New Material
Manufacturing

 SmartBird
Attribute \
specificity
Natural role model
Application
New Material
Manufacturing

I
bird
robotics
carbon fiber
3D Printing

I
bird
robotics
carbon fiber
3D Printing

I
bird
robotics
carbon fiber
3D Printing

II
human bone
architecture
polyamid
Laser cutting

II
human bone
architecture
polyamid
Laser cutting

II
human bone
architecture
polyamid
Laser cutting

III
dragonfly
structure
textile
3D weaving

III
dragonfly
structure
textile
3D weaving

III
dragonfly
structure
textile
3D weaving

IV
spider web
sensor
folded aluminium

IV
spider web
sensor
folded aluminium

IV
spider web
sensor
folded aluminium

V
bamboo
process
folded paper

VI
tree

VI
tree

VII
diatoms

foam

V
bamboo
process
folded paper

diatoms

foam

V
bamboo
process
folded paper

VII

VI
tree

VII
diatoms

foam

 BionicOpter
Attribute \
specificity
Natural role model
Application
New Material

I
bird
robotics
carbon fiber

II
human bone
architecture
polyamid

III
dragonfly
structure
textile

IV
spider web
sensor
folded aluminium

V
bamboo
process
folded paper

VI

VII

tree

diatoms

foam

iron lattice

Manufacturing
 Eiffel Tower

3D Printing

Laser cutting

rivet single parts

3D weaving

Morrphological Boxx

Complete until ______

1
1. First choose a card.
2
2. Think laterallyy which specificatiion a parameter ccan have. Put your ideas in the row of the parameter. Fill in as much as
a comes in your mind.
m
Create a
collection.
Conn
necting a new spe
ecification with a parameter,
p
can crreate a new solutio
on for a problem.
Adva
anced version: C
Choose the speciffications of your construction depen
nding on “lightweig
ght”.
Exam
mple: Chosen Ca
ard: A Garage Ga
ate
Para
ameter
Mate
erial type
Biolo
ogical
Inspiration/RoleModell

Specificatio
on 1
Wood
oint/hinge for
Dog ( the jo
the opening
g
mechanism)

Sp
pecification 2
M
Metal

Specification 3
Plastic

Specification 4
…

Specific
cation 5

Specificatio
on 1

Sp
pecification 2

Specifica
ation 3

Specification 4

Speciffication 5

Yourr chosen Card:
ameter
Para
Mate
erial type
Manufacturing
Colo
or
(Size
e)
(Qua
antity)
Biolo
ogical
Inspiration/Role mode
el
Furth
her Parameter- Yo
our
Choiice
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Bionic Thinking

1

1000

2

500

Existing footage must be sorted.
The advantages and disadvantages of vertical
caudal fins should be decoded.
The results have to be presented within the
group.
A fin shape must be selected.

A bottle has to be selected.

Sprint 1

Sprint 1

3

500

4

The polymorph must be heated.

Fins must be shaped.

Sprint 1

Sprint 1

1000

5

1000

6

2000

The servomotor must be screwed to the Fin
Ray and adapter.

It should be dealt with the instructions for the
connector of the arduino.

Sprint 1

Sprint 2

7

5000

8

1000

The cable must be connected to the battery and
A hole must be drilled into the bottle cap.
the arduino has to be connected to the
soldering iron.

Sprint 2

Sprint 2

9

1000

10

500

The bottle cap has to be glued to the adapter.

A suitable wing must be selected for the
servomotor.

Sprint 2

Sprint 2

11

2000

12

1000

The Fin Ray has to be connected with the wing.

The movement should be tested.

Sprint 2

Sprint 2

13

1000

14

1000

The fins must be glued to the fish.

The fish should be put into the water.

Sprint 3

Sprint 3

15

2000

16

5000

A first test run should be carried out.

The fish must be adjusted if necessary
(tensioning of the strings, weight distribution,
adjustment of the fins)

Sprint 3

Sprint 3

The Walt Disney Method
The strategy is based on three main stages; the dreamer, the realist and the critic. Each
stage represent a style of thinking and it should be applied in the same sequence as below:

The dreamer
Usually, any creative idea starts with a dream full of passion and enthusiasm. In ordinary
meetings, this dreaming style is halted by reality and does not have the space to go further
on. Discussed in details. In this Disney Creative Strategy, the first stage allows the team to
share their dream without no restrictions or criticism. This helps to build a pool of creative
ideas. Some of these ideas are viable and others are not. Determining the viable creative
concepts comes later as a result of the second and third thinking styles.
The dreamer asked questions that help describing ideas and though such as the following:
What do we want?
What is the solution?
How do we imagine the solution?
What are the benefits of applying this solution?

The realist
Now, subsequently, follows the realist style. The team switches the place and mode to think
in a more logical planning style. Based on the first stage, the attendees pretend that the
dream is possible and start putting plans to achieve it. The plans aims to turn the imaginary
ideas into a manageable action plan. During this stage all the thoughts should be
constructive and target turning the idea into a real plan. This stage includes questions such
as the following:
How can we apply this idea in reality?
What is the action plan to apply the idea?
What is the timeline to apply this idea?
How to evaluate the idea?

The spoiler
After having an action plan to turn the idea into reality, the critic thinking mode tends to
discover the barriers of applying the idea and how to overcome it. In this session, the team
provides a constructive critique for the idea in order to find the weak points and solve it in the
final solution. In this stage, the team asks questions as following:
What could be wrong with the idea?
What is missing?
Why cannot we apply it?
What are the weaknesses in the plan?

Conclusion
As a result of the three main stages above in Disney’s Creative Strategy, the team reaches a
solid creative idea with an action plan to apply it. The first stage focused on the creative
aspect and sharing creative ideas and solutions. The second stage focused on reality and
how to turn the idea into an action plan and finally the third stage aims to identify the
weakness in the idea and overcome it in the final plan.

„All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.”
Festo Didactic SE

Bionic Thinking

Walt Disney

Complete until ______
With this method we
w want to practice
p
a b ionical top down
d
proce
ess.
Plea
ase rememb
ber and note
e the descrription of the
e top down process.
____
__________
_________
__________
__________
___________________
__
____
__________
_________
__________
__________
___________________
__

Prepara
ation 10 Miin
Please choose a case
c

Optiona
al Case 1:
How can a sensitivve product be
b transportted von A to
o B?
Optiona
al Case 2:
How can a building
g be reconsidered transslucent and
d likewise th
hermally staable?
Optiona
al Case 3:
How can a defectivve product be
b detected
d and sorted
d out?
Case 4 - Advanced
d Version:
Design a case
What is the main process
p
of your lead co
ostumer? De
escribe a po
ossible prodduction prob
blem
and dessign a centrral question for the casse. Note you
ur question here:
_______
__________
__________
__________
__________
_________
____________________
_______
_
_______
__________
__________
__________
__________
_________
____________________
_______
_
After tha
at, please discuss
d
your suggestio n with the trrainer.
y
chosen
n case numb
ber ____
Please note here your
Execution 30 Min

Please start the me
ethod in the
e DREAMER
R-Corner. Note
N
your case
c
on the flipchart an
nd also
your ide
eas and thoughts. On the next pag
ge you find some ques
stions and eexplanations
s for
each co
orner.
At the e
end of your creative
c
pro
ocess in the
e first corner carry yourr flipchart w
with you to th
he next
corner - the REALIIST-Cornerr.
Note he
ere also you
ur ideas and
d thoughts. Determining the viable
e creative cooncepts and
d create
an actio
on plan.
Carry yo
our flipchartt to the last corner - Th
he SPOILER
R-Corner.
Note he
ere also you
ur ideas and
d thoughts. Find the we
eak points in
n the actionn plan and note
n
ideas fo
or solutions..
„All our dreams can
n come true
e, if we have
e the courage to pursu
ue them.”
Walt Disney
Festo Didactic SE

Bionic Thin
nking

At the end of the Walt Disney Method please present your results to the plenum.

„All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.”
Festo Didactic SE

Bionic Thinking

Walt Disney

